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The Pocket Rough Guide to Copenhagen is your essential guide to this cultural hot spot, with

information on all the key sights in an easy-to-use, pocket-size format with a full-color, pull-out map.

Whether you have a few days at your disposal, or just an afternoon, Rough Guides' carefully

curated itineraries help you plan your trip, and the "Best of" Copenhagen section picks out the

highlights you won't want to miss. Divided by area for easy navigation, the Places section is written

in Rough Guides' trademark honest and informative style, with listings of the must-see sights and

our pick of the places to eat, drink, and more.  Full-color pull-out map, plus easy-to-use maps to

help you find your way around. The very best of the area, selected by our expert authors. Tailored

itineraries and highlights to make trip-planning easy. Inspirational color photography brings the area

to life. Up-to-date background information, including transportation details and a calendar of events. 

Travel like you mean it, with The Pocket Rough Guide to Copenhagen.
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Reliable, readable Rough Guides Conde Nast Traveller

Our family had a long weekend in Copenhagen. We got had 4 guidebooks to the city or the country

-- this, DK, LP, and Wallpaper. (Funny that this, DK, and LP all have essentially the identical cover

photo of Nyhavn.) This is by far the best book of the four -- most informative, most useful format,

best written. But it did not always steer us right. Page 10 recommends the Soren K as a great

restaurant for families, citing its combination of "casual food for kids (and champagne and oysters



for parents)", This combination totally appealed to us, and we dragged our tired selves across town

for it. Unfortunately, there was no casual food for kids, and no oysters. A fine restaurant, but not

what we were expecting from the book, nor what we were seeking. So be a bit wary of this book.

This is a great guide for Copenhagen. It splits up the city by neighborhood and gives all of the

information you would be looking for in each neighborhood in a clear fashion.

Great guidebook, great value. Light and contains everything I could need for at least a week trip

(though we were only there for 4 days). Highly recommend!

This was a wonderful tool for having during my trip, I truly explored so much of this beautiful city with

this in my bag. It offers tons of options and reviews, and is pretty up to date.

The map was great. Nice pictures and informative highlights to see in the city.

Excellent and very useful for navigating Copenhage. I rode a bike and it was perfect.

i am supposing once i get there this will be of much greater help than it is to me now while i am only

in the planning phases. having the kindle version may or may not be a good idea when travelling,

again, we will see. it does have useful info in it, but things like restaurants and hotels are all in the

eye of the beholder anyway. most of the other info is repeat from other resources i have.

This little guide of Copenhagen got me all around the great city of Denmark without incident. Well,

without bad incidents, anyway. This is the way a guidebook should be done. It covers all the great

sights in the city and is full of photos and tips.Having read this guide, I was able to explore

Copenhagen and see countless great things in a short period of time. The map is useful as well.

The photos are small but beautiful.My only quibble is I would have liked to have had more

information on how to pronounce Danish words. Yes, most locals speak perfect English, but it helps

to know how to pronounce streets and place names when navigating with a taxi driver or on a bike.

Also ordering food, it would be nice to have a cursory knowledge of how things are pronounced.The

guide is a little light on hotels and restaurants- but I like my guides that way- as I think hotels and

restaurants change too quickly to be in books and are more accurately researched on the

internet.Great little guide for Copenhagen- almost perfect.
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